Abstract
Introduction

62
Tactile stimuli presented on a moving limb are perceived weaker during movement 63 planning and execution than during rest (Chapman et al. 1987 , Williams et al. 1998 , instance, tactile suppression is weaker during manual exploration when tactile information 72 needs to be gathered by hand movements (Juravle et al. 2013 ). Moreover, during precision 73 grasping tactile suppression on the index finger is negligible as compared to the little finger 74 and forearm that are not involved in the grip (Colino et al. 2016 ). However, the strength of 75 tactile suppression may also reflect the relevance of somatosensory information arising from 76 other body parts that serve as reach targets. In this case, computational capacities would need 77 to be oriented to somatosensory signals on these movement-relevant body parts (e.g., to 78 derive the target location), which may lead to stronger tactile suppression on the moving limb. 
Materials and Methods
115
Participants
116
Eighteen volunteers participated in this study. Six participants were excluded (see In the reaching blocks, each trial started with the instruction which hand to move (left 145 hand/right hand), and where to reach (finger/screen), resulting in four reaching conditions.
146
Both parts of the instruction were presented centrally on the screen and were followed by a 
177
To account for general differences in tactile sensitivity between the two hands, we (0.03%) and 47 trials in which no detection response was given (1.11%).
209
First we accounted for possible differences in tactile sensitivity between the left and 210 the right hand by comparing the detection thresholds and their precision for each hand from 211 the separate blocks using one-sample t-tests. 212 Moreover, we ensured that detection performance did not change across sessions by 213 comparing detection thresholds and precision between the first and second baseline block 214 using paired t-tests.
215
To examine how the detection thresholds and their precision were influenced by 
251
We excluded trials from analyses of velocity and movement time if the markers were 252 not visible throughout a whole trial (3.4%). One subject was discarded from further analyses 
257
We analyzed the effects of hand and target on reaction time, peak velocity and 
Results
264
To ensure that the exclusion of the six participants was not due to reduced tactile 
317
For reaction times, we did not find a main effect or interaction (left/body: 329.5 ± 58.8 Peak velocity (left/body: 66.7 ± 3.7 cm/s; left/external: 63.1 ± 2.9; right/body: 70.7 ± 335 3.5; right/external: 61.2 ± 2.8) did not differ between the moving hands (F 1,10 = 1.01, p =
336
.338, η 2 = .992), but was significantly higher for reaches to body targets than external targets between the targets were non-significant for reaches with the left hand (t 10 = 1.1, p = .311).
341
For reaches with the right hand to body targets, detection performance was less precise with and hand can thus not be explained by differences in movement duration. 
354
Reaching generally led to tactile suppression, as reflected by higher detection thresholds and
355
lower precision of detectability compared to rest. We thereby replicated previous results
356
showing that reach planning and execution lead to attenuated tactile sensitivity on the moving 
366
In support of this assumption, we showed that stronger suppression is related to shorter 367 reaction times and that reaches to body targets are faster than to external targets, both possibly 
372
The stronger suppression when reaching to body targets is unlikely caused by the possibility unlikely that this result is caused by differences in movement direction.
383
We have recently shown that tactile stimuli on the unseen hand are enhanced when 384 reaching to it compared to when reaching to an external target (Voudouris & Fiehler 2017) .
385
Yet, in that same study we did not find higher detection thresholds on the moving hand when 386 reaching to body targets than external targets. This is at odds with our current results, and may 
